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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before Commissioners:   James J. Hoecker, Chairman;
       Vicky A. Bailey, William L. Massey,
       Linda Breathitt, and Curt Hébert, Jr.

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. Docket No. ER00-713-000

ORDER ACCEPTING TARIFF AMENDMENTS FOR FILING

(Issued January 28, 2000)

In this order, we accept for filing Southwest Power Pool, Inc.'s (SPP) proposed
tariff amendments, including reduced rates, which reflect the withdrawal of Cleco
Corporation (Cleco) as a Transmission Provider under SPP's open access transmission
tariff (SPP Tariff).

I. Background

Cleco notified SPP by letter dated November 2, 1999, that in view of changes to the
rate structure under the SPP Tariff, 1 Cleco was withdrawing from membership as a
Transmission Provider under the SPP Tariff, effective November 17, 1999. 

On December 1, 1999, SPP submitted revised tariff sheets to reflect the withdrawal
of Cleco as a Transmission Provider under the SPP Tariff.  SPP states that Cleco's
withdrawal will result in a slight decrease in some of the rates for certain services under the
SPP Tariff.  SPP requests waiver of the Commission's prior notice requirements in order to
permit the tariff amendments to become effective on November 17, 1999, to coincide with
the effective date of Cleco's withdrawal from the SPP Tariff.

II. Notice of Filing and Pleadings

Notice of SPP's filing was published in the Federal Register, 64 Fed. Reg. 70,705
(1999), with motions to intervene and protests due or before December 21, 1999.  Timely
motions to intervene raising no substantive issues were filed by Arkansas Electric
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2See Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 82 FERC ¶ 61,267 (1998).

Cooperative Corporation, Dixie Electric Membership Corporation, and Oneok Power
Marketing, Inc. 

 Lafayette Utilities System and Oklahoma Municipal Power Authority (Lafayette and
OMPA) filed a timely motion to intervene, motion to reject, and request for alternative
relief. 

On January 19, 2000, Cleco filed a motion to intervene out of time and motion to
dismiss Lafayette and OMPA's pleading.

III. Discussion

A. Procedural Matters

Pursuant to Rule 214 of the Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure, 18
C.F.R. § 385.214 (1999), the timely motions to intervene serve to make those who filed
them parties to this proceeding.  In view of the early stage of this proceeding and the
absence of any undue prejudice or delay, we will grant Cleco's motion to intervene out of
time for good cause shown. 

B. Proposed SPP Tariff Amendments

Lafayette and OMPA state that the withdrawal of Cleco from the SPP Tariff would
effectively bar Lafayette from becoming a party to the SPP Tariff as a transmitting utility,
because Lafayette is otherwise not directly interconnected with any SPP Tariff participant. 
Lafayette and OMPA acknowledge that the Commission accepted the SPP Tariff and
related Agency Agreements for filing in Docket No. ER98-1163-000 2 and that SPP's
transmittal letter in that docket noted that the tariff afforded each SPP transmission
provider the right to terminate its participation in the SPP tariff if the Commission directed
modifications to the transmission tariff that were unacceptable to the participating
transmission provider.  Lafayette and OMPA further acknowledge that, in accepting the
SPP Tariff and Agency Agreements for filing, the Commission did not 
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3Section 8 of the Agency Agreement sets forth the signatories termination rights. 
Section 8(a) provides:

In the event of any order or decision by the Commission or by
a court modifying the Tariff from its original form, that in the
judgement of the Transmission Provider adversely affects it,
then the Transmission Provider, at its sole discretion, may
terminate this Agreement and its participation as a
Transmission Provider under the Tariff by providing written
notice to the President of SPP no later that thirty days after
such order or decision.

4FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 32,541 (1999) (RTO NOPR).  On December 20, 1999, the
Commission issued the RTO final rule, Regional Transmission Organizations, Order No.
2000, 89 FERC ¶ 61,285 (1999).

modify or comment on the termination provision. 3  Notwithstanding those
acknowledgments, Lafayette and OMPA request that the Commission re-examine the
termination issue now.

Citing the Commission's Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on Regional Transmission
Organizations, 4 Lafayette and OMPA argue that permitting a jurisdictional entity to
withdraw from a regional tariff without the need for Commission authorization would be
inconsistent with the Commission's goals of promoting regional transmission
arrangements, eliminating pancaked transmission rates and moving the industry toward
universal RTO participation.  According to Lafayette and OMPA, if a jurisdictional entity
can withdraw from a regional tariff without prior Commission authorization, such a utility
would be able to fracture an existing RTO or ISO and could wield undue influence over the
ISO's decisions merely by threatening to withdraw.  Further, they contend that a
withdrawing utility could impose an additional pancaked charge on transactions between
parties who previously transacted under a regional rate, which  Lafayette and OMPA claim
will be the result if Cleco is permitted to withdraw.  Lafayette and OMPA request that the
Commission prevent Cleco's withdrawal from the SPP Tariff.  Lafayette and OMPA further
argue that, even if Cleco is permitted to withdraw from the SPP Tariff, such pancaking of
transmission rates is a barrier to competition and the development of efficient markets. 
Lafayette and OMPA characterize the SPP grid as being "'functionally merged' for regional
tariff purposes" and argue that the Commission should establish just and reasonable joint
rates for transmission for SPP in order to mitigate the pancaking problem. 

Alternatively, if the Commission determines that Cleco's withdrawal is permitted
because of the Commission's acceptance of the termination language in the SPP Agency
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6Southwest Power Pool, Inc., First Revised Sheet Nos. 95A and 185A; Second
Revised Sheet Nos. 92, 95, 185, 198 and 199; and Third Revised Sheet No. 93 to FERC

(continued...)

Agreements, Lafayette and OMPA request that the Commission revoke Cleco's market-
based rate authority on the grounds that Cleco, as an individual transmission provider, will
be able to use its transmission system to impose an additional transmission charge on
transactions across its system and thereby exercise market power.

Cleco responds that Lafayette and OMPA's pleading is in substance a complaint
against Cleco, which should be dismissed as improperly filed as part of an intervention and
protest and outside the scope of the matters at issue in SPP's filing in this proceeding. 
Cleco also contends that under the Agency Agreement, Cleco was not required to make a
filing with the Commission in order to terminate its participation in the SPP Tariff.  

We will deny Lafayette and OMPA's request to revisit Cleco's withdrawal from the
SPP Tariff.  SPP's filing in this proceeding does not effect Cleco's withdrawal from the
SPP Tariff.  Rather, as Lafayette and OMPA concede, Cleco's withdrawal has already
occurred in compliance with SPP procedures.  SPP's filing in this case merely reflects the
withdrawal of Cleco.  Therefore, the issues raised by Lafayette and OMPA are beyond the
scope of this proceeding.  Further, no party has raised any issues with regard to matters that
are properly within the scope of this proceeding, i.e., SPP's tariff amendments to reflect
the withdrawal of Cleco.  Accordingly, we will accept SPP's proposed tariff amendments
for filing and grant waiver of our prior notice requirement, 18 C.F.R. § 35.3 (1999), in
order to permit the tariff amendments, including the rate reduction, to become effective on
November 17, 1999, 5 the effective date of Cleco's withdrawal of its facilities from service
under the SPP Tariff.

We will also deny Lafayette and OMPA's alternative request to revoke Cleco's
market-based rate authority.  SPP's filing does not concern Cleco's market-based rates. 
Therefore, Lafayette and OMPA's request is beyond the scope of this proceeding.

The Commission orders:

(A)  SPP's proposed tariff amendments are hereby accepted for filing, to become
effective on November 17, 1999.

(B)   SPP is hereby informed of the rate schedule designations. 6
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6(...continued)
Electric Tariff, Original Volume No. 1 (Supersedes Original Sheet Nos. 95A and 185A;
First Revised Sheet Nos. 92, 95, 185, 198 and 199; and Second Revised Sheet No. 93).

By the Commission.

( S E A L )

David P. Boergers,
      Secretary.


